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Paragraph 1, 5th line
Delete the word "full'"
Paragraph 5
After the first sentence add the following:

,

"This may include a reference tc plans concerning all national
forces whether included, in NATO force goals or not.;;
Paragraph 4
Delete the first tv/o lines and replace by the following:
"Governments should indicate in the statement the extent to
which their defence planning takes into...."
Paragraph 7, Ist line
" Delete the words "Under paragraphs S, 15 and 21 belew"
and replace by "Under each Service section."
Paragraph 8(f)
Delete and replace by the following.
"Present plans for the provision cf equipment for anti-aircraft
defence."'
Paragraph 8(i)
Delete.
Paragraph 9. Ist and 2nd lines
Delete the words "including changes in force goals"
and replace by "including reasons for changes in plans'".
Delete the last sentence starting with the words
:
"Reference should..."'
•

Footnote on Page 4
Delete the footnote and replace by the following:

DECLASSIFIED - PUBLIC DISCLOSURE / DÉCLASSIFIÉ - MISE EN LECTURE PUBLIQUE

::

There is no need to give detailed information on military
personnel or training which. clearly duplicates that provided
for the Working Group on National Wilitary Service (see
AC/83-D/S(Final) .

Paragraph 28
Delete thè paragraph and replace by the following:
"28. Spare Parts: Information should be given on the
arrangements made and contemplated for the provision of spare
parts. It should include an indication, expressed in number .
of
days, of the broad categories (e.g. air frames, engines, etc.1)
for which these provisions have been or will be made, and
specify the key deficiencies affecting the serviceability of
aircraft."
Paragraph 30
5rd line: delete the v;crd "calendar".
Add the following at the end of the paragraph:
•'•'•It should be noted that the reporting of such information will
of the cost sharing
• in no way prejudice the final settlement
problem."
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